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Abstract
This article examines the extent to which living siblings were given identical first names. Whilst the practice
of sibling name-sharing appeared to have died out in England during the eighteenth century, in northern
Scotland it persisted at least until the end of the nineteenth century. Previously it has not been possible to
provide quantitative evidence of this phenomenon, but an analysis of the rich census and vital registration data
for the Isle of Skye reveals that this practice was widespread, with over a third of eligible families recording
same-name siblings. Our results suggest that further research should focus on regional variations in sibling
name-sharing and the extent to which this northern pattern occurred in other parts of Britain.

Introduction

George Foreman, the two-time heavyweight boxing champion of the world and marketer
of the ‘lean mean grilling machine’, has ten children—five boys and five girls. All his sons
are named George (George Jnr., George III, George IV, George V and George VI) and
according to his website he also came close to calling his daughters George, although one
is named Freeda George and another Georgetta.1 These rather eccentric names may be
considered mild by comparison with those given to other ‘celebrity children’, but they do
resonate with what sometimes happened in this country’s past. Giving living siblings the
same forenames was once a relatively commonplace practice, and now it is virtually
extinct. The exact timing and reasons why sibling name-sharing died out are as yet far
from clear, but they are related to changes in godparenthood and the increasing status of
children. This paper will examine the phenomenon of living same-name siblings. It will
demonstrate that examples from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries are relatively
easily to discover and it will also provide a detailed example of a British population where
this practice persisted until at least the end of the nineteenth century.

Lawrence Stone famously asserted that, ‘During the middle ages and the sixteenth
century, it had been common practice to give a new-born child the same first name as an
elder sibling, especially if it was the traditional name for the head of the family. The habit
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1 http://biggeorge.com/main/ [accessed 1 December 2010]. The late Michael Jackson also showed a
somewhat eccentric (if not egocentric) streak when naming his three children. He called his two sons Prince
Michael Joseph Jackson and Prince Michael Jackson II, while their sister was given the name Paris-Michael
Katherine Jackson: http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/us_and_americas/article6583560.ece
[accessed 25 May 2010].
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lingered on into the first half of the eighteenth century’.2 By contrast, Scott Smith-
Bannister, after carrying out a quantitative analysis of Christian names in eight English
parish registers during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, showed that only between
1 and 2 per cent of siblings shared names.3 In many cases this was because the elder child
had died, although Smith-Bannister’s figures do not differentiate between living and dead
same-name siblings. What is clear, however, is that in England the practice of sibling
name-sharing gradually became confined to those named after dead siblings and by the
end of the eighteenth century living same-name siblings are difficult to discover.

During the nineteenth century, while many children were still named after their parents,
it became increasingly popular to give children more than one forename and same-name
siblings do not appear to exist.4 While naming practices are related to parent–child
relationships, they can also be influenced by wider demographic processes. For instance,
name-sharing is obviously more likely to occur in large families or where the pool of
available names is restricted. George Redmonds found that, in a sample of late-fourteenth-
century Poll Tax returns from 10 counties, fewer than 80 male first names could be
identified and more than 50 per cent of men were called either John or William.5 As late as
1600 most baptisms still occurred shortly after birth (usually in the absence of the mother,
or in some cases both parents),6 and the child was often named by or after their baptismal
sponsor (godparent),7 who could of course be a family member. Such practices tended to
reinforce the restricted name pool, especially if certain names were common within certain
families and it is therefore not necessarily surprising that some sibling name-sharing
occurred, especially in large families.8 During the early seventeenth century the influence
of godparents, who were an invention of the church rather than an original component of
Christian practice, declined as religious sensitivities changed and Puritan influences
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2 L. Stone, The family, sex and marriage in England 1500–1800 (London, 1979), 257.
3 S. Smith-Bannister, Names and naming patterns in England 1538–1700 (Oxford, 1997), 71–4.
4 G. Redmonds, Christian names in local and family history (Kew, 2004), 49, 158–60. A search through the 1881

census of Ipswich, and the County of Lancashire revealed no evidence of living same-name siblings. Data
supplied on CD-rom by the UK Data Archive under study number SN3643; enhanced data may now be
found under study number SN 4177, 1881 Census for England and Wales, the Channel Islands and the Isle
of Man (Enhanced Version).

5 Redmonds, Christian names, 29–35. David Hey sees the restricted first name pool during the Middle Ages as
a contributing factor in the adoption of surnames: Family names and family history (London, 2000), 55.

6 Mothers stayed at home after childbirth, usually for a period of a month, before undergoing a purification
ceremony known as churching. Fathers could attend baptisms, but they were not allowed to speak: see D.
Cressy, Birth, marriage and death. Ritual, religion, and the life-cycle in Tudor and Stuart England (Oxford, 1997),
149–50.

7 Smith-Bannister shows that during the second half of the sixteenth century 84 per cent of boys and 82 per
cent of girls were named after at least one of their godparents: Names and naming, 37–9, Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
However, it seems inconceivable that parents would have no influence over naming their children,
especially as they were responsible for selecting the godparents.

8 Before the Reformation it was possible for the child’s name to be changed on confirmation: see J. Cox, The
parish registers of England (London, 1910), 69.
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increased.9 Parents exerted more influence over what to call their children, the name pool
consequently increased and sibling name-sharing appears to have declined.10 Houlbrooke
therefore sees the decline in the number of same-name siblings as a consequence of
‘weakening of customary restraints and obligations and the availability of a wider choice
of suitable names’ rather than, as Stone had argued, a consequence of increasing
individualism.11

The issue of same-name siblings has largely been brought to the attention of British
historical demographers by Peter Razzell, whose interest in same-name siblings arose
from his work on the reliability of parish registers. His general thesis is that sufficient
individuals are absent from parish registers to make some forms of analysis meaningless,
with much under-registration having occurred due to the negligence of parish clerks
together with their refusal to register burials on account of the non-payment of fees. The
extent of some of these omissions may be estimated via his so-called ‘same-name’
technique. According to Razzell it was highly unusual for families to give identical
Christian names to living siblings and, if such instances can be discovered after family
reconstitution has been undertaken on a parish register, then this must be because the
burial of the elder child had not been recorded in the register.12 If under-registration has
therefore occurred, appropriate correction rates can then be applied and, as a consequence,
Razzell believes that most infant and other mortality rates calculated from parish registers
seriously under-estimate the true rates.13 The logic and internal consistency of Razzell’s
argument have been questioned by Wrigley and others working at The Cambridge Group
for the History of Population and Social Structure.14 The ‘same-name’ technique was
developed by Louis Henry as a means of assessing the quality of French parish
reconstitutions, but rather than assuming that all same-name siblings were a consequence
of burial under-registration, Henry noted that birth intervals could be divided into three
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9 See the discussion in Cressy, Birth, marriage and death, 149–63; R. Houlbrooke, English family life (Oxford,
1988), 103.

10 Smith-Bannister, Names and naming, 37–9, Tables 2.2 showed that by the end of the seventeenth century only
c.40 per cent of infants were named after at least one of their godparents. J. Boulton, ‘The naming of children
in early modern London’, in D. Postles ed., Naming, society and regional identity (Oxford, 2002), 147–67
discovered a similar pattern and noted that one consequence of parents exercising greater control over
naming practices was an increase in the proportion of children being named after their parents.

11 R. Houlbrooke, The English family 1450–1700 (London, 1984), 132.
12 P. Razzell, ‘The growth of population in eighteenth-century England: A critical reappraisal’, Journal of

Economic History, 54 (1993), 752–6; P. Razzell, ‘Evaluating the same-name technique as a way of measuring
burial register reliability in England’, Local Population Studies, 64 (2000), 8. There is a slight shift in emphasis
between the two articles. Compare, ‘It was extremely rare to give two living children identical Christian
names’ (1993, 752) with ‘same-names were not given to living siblings in England after the middle of the
seventeenth century, and the practice may never have existed even at an earlier period’ (2000, 10–11).

13 Razzell argued that estimates of infant and childhood mortality rates derived from London parish registers
need to be inflated by about 50 per cent to allow for the supposed deficiency in the recording of deaths
exhibited by same-name siblings: ‘Same-name technique’, 17.

14 E. Wrigley, et al., English population history from family reconstitution 1580–1837 (Cambridge, 1997), 98–108.
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categories according to the fate of the next youngest child of the same sex: (1) where there
is definite evidence that the first-born child was living when the second one was named;
(2) where there is evidence that the first-born child was dead when the second one was
named and (3) where the fate of the first born was unknown.15 For each category the
proportion of cases can be established where the younger sibling was given the same
name as the elder one. It then remains a simple procedure to estimate how many children
in the third category would have died before their siblings were named. It is only these
children that are missing from the registration system, rather than, as Razzell assumed, all
those with the same name as their siblings (that is, there are no children in category (1)).
Wrigley et al. concluded that, ‘It is, indeed, more than likely that the improvement in the
registration of burials, which Razzell believed that he detected, reflects the decreasing
frequency with which parents used the same name twice for living children rather than a
decline in under-registration’.16 Evidence of any living same-name siblings will clearly
prove problematic for Razzell’s thesis.

While it remains difficult to quantify the extent of living same-name siblings, individual
examples are relatively easy to discover. A brief search of the secondary literature reveals
that Thomas Tomkins (1573–1656), the Elizabethan composer, shared his Christian name
with his brother who was a lay-clerk at Gloucester Cathedral.17 Eamon Duffy’s study of
the Devon parish of Morebath showed that it was common practice to give the same name
to living siblings; he even cited one example from 1534 of three unmarried brothers
sharing the same name, John (major, minor and minimus).18 Redmonds provides further
examples, including Thomas Adde of Kexbrough (died 1567) whose will showed him to
be the father of Thomas Adde the elder and Thomas Adde the younger, and that of
William Wilkinson of Slaidburn who left 20 shillings to Margaret his eldest daughter, but
only 8 shillings and 4 pence to Margaret the younger.19 Similarly, the burial register of St
Michael le Belfrey, York (1668) also gives an indication of same-name siblings: ‘William,
the second sonn of that name and sonn of William Peniman, esq., July the 24th’.20 Strictly
speaking it is possible that some of the above examples may have been half-siblings, or
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15 L. Henry, Manuel de démographie historique (Paris, 1968), 22–5; this was not referred to by Razzell in his
original 1993 article.

16 Wrigley et al., English population history, 100–01. They then went on to provide a rigorous demonstration of
the internal consistency of their findings. Henry’s method is also discussed in R. Finlay, Population and
metropolis: the demography of London 1580–1650 (Cambridge, 1991), 45–9.

17 P. Scholes, The Oxford companion to music 10th edition (Oxford, 1970), 1027.
18 E. Duffy, The voices of Morebath: Reformation and rebellion in an English village (New Haven, 2001), 14.
19 Redmonds, Christian names, 48. Redmonds also discusses the use of the diminutive Jenkin for John ‘Junior’:

it was clearly necessary to employ some means of differentiating between same-name siblings within the
family.

20 F. Collins ed., ‘The parish register of St Michael le Belfrey, York part 2 1653–1778’, Yorkshire Parish Register
Society, 11 (1901), 129. Likewise, C. Drury and T. Walter Hall eds, ‘The parish register of Sheffield in the
county of York, part 2’, Yorkshire Parish Register Society, 60 (1917), 32 records the following burial entry: ‘Feb
xxjo (1581) Jones & Jones fil’ Willi Robinson’.
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other family members residing in the household.21 However, the following three extracts
from parish registers refer to sets of twins and provide conclusive evidence:

Blaby, Leics. (1559). John and John Sicke, the children of Christopher and Ann
Sicke were baptized. Item 31 Aug John and John were buried.22

Rothwell, Yorks. (Dec 1547). Joh’es et Joh’es fil’ gemelli Joh’nes Sayvell bapt.23

Kirkburton, Yorks. (April 1644). Richard sone of Mr Richard Horsfall bapt
xxviith day. Richard sone of Mr Richard Horsfall and the latter borne being
twindles bapt the same day.24

Other examples of living same-name siblings can readily be discovered, and a systematic
search through similar sources will no doubt reveal other examples.25

All the above examples come from the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries, but remnants of
this practice appear to have persisted into the eighteenth century. According to King, in
Calverley-cum-Farsley, a proto-industrial township in the West Riding of Yorkshire,
‘recycling of names between live children seems to have been more common than Razzell
allows with a clear tendency to re-use names once the first living child reached age ten’.26

Naming patterns within individual families could be complicated and it is interesting to
examine the historian Edward Gibbon’s family, discussed by Stone.27 Both Gibbon’s father
and grandfather were called Edward and according to his autobiography,

So feeble was my constitution, so precarious my life, that in the baptism of each
of my brothers, my father’s prudence successively repeated my Christian name
of Edward, that in case of the departure of the eldest son, this patronomic
appellation might still be perpetuated in the family.28

However, a search of Putney parish register reveals the following entries from the Gibbon
family:

19

21 Redmonds, Christian names, 49.
22 J. Burn, The history of parish registers in England (London, 1862), 74.
23 Quoted by D. Steel, National index of parish registers vol. 1 (London, 1968), 118.
24 F. Collins ed., The parish register of Kirkburton, co. York Vol. 1 1541–1654 (Exeter, 1887), 246.
25 Burn, History of parish registers, 74 gives the example of one John Barker who had three sons named John

Barker and two daughters named Margaret Barker. For other examples see Houlbrooke, English family, 131;
G. Weddell ed., ‘The registers of the parish of Howden’, Yorkshire Parish Register Society, 24 (1905), 33; Steel,
National index, 115–21. Also, see A. Imhof, Lost worlds. How our European ancestors coped with everyday life and
why life is so hard today (Charlottesville, 1996), 116–18 for similar German practices.

26 S. King, ‘Dying with style: infant death and its context in a rural industrial township 1650–1830’, Social
History of Medicine, 10 (1997), 15.

27 Stone, Family, sex and marriage, 257.
28 E. Gibbon, Memoirs of my life (London, 1984), 61.
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(1) Edward son of Edward Gibbon esq. bap. 13 May 1737, born 27 April;

(2) James son of Edward Gibbon esq. bap. 20 Oct 1738, born 5 Oct, bur. 22 Jan
1740;

(3) Edward James son of Edward Gibbon esq. bap. 15 Aug 1740, born 18 July,
bur. 26 Dec 1740;

(4) William son of Edward Gibbon esq. bap. 1 Sep 1741, bur. 4 Sep 1741;

(5) Judah daughter of Edward Gibbon bap. 16 Nov 1743, bur. 19 Mar 1745;

(6) Stanier son of Edward Gibbon esq. bap. 15 May 1745, bur. 15 Mar 1746;

(7) James son of Edward Gibbon esq. bap. 20 Dec 1746, bur 23 Dec 1746.29

It would therefore appear that Gibbon’s recollections are not entirely reliable. The register
seems accurate since there are no obvious gaps in the record of vital events from this
family, and only a single example of living siblings being given the same first name occurs,
although Edward James was the only infant in this register to be recorded with two
Christian names during the period—an indication perhaps that by the 1730s name sharing
had become unusual.

Quantitative analysis of the above examples is clearly impossible. Those from the
sixteenth century appear more visible, but it is difficult to know if this was because
same-name siblings were more common during this period or whether a search of other
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century sources will reveal many other examples. By the
eighteenth century sibling name-sharing certainly appears to have been in decline,
although it is possible that it became confined to an increasingly small number of
families or to particular localities. The demographic regime in early modern England of
late marriage and high mortality always conspired to create low numbers of living
same-name siblings, even when naming patterns may have been favourable for sibling
name-sharing. The presence of any living same-name siblings is clearly damaging to
Razzell’s ‘same-name technique’ since it suggests that, rather than uncovering under-
registration in parish registers, he is simply providing additional evidence of sibling
name-sharing.

Same-name siblings in north-west Britain

The practice of assigning the same forename to living siblings did, however, persist in
parts of northern Britain into the twentieth century. A study by Reid, Davies and Garrett
of the Isle of Skye, which linked together the individual-level census returns for 1861,
1871, 1881, 1891 and 1901 with the 1861–1901 civil registration certificates for all of Skye’s
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29 B. Bruce Bannerman ed., The parish register of Putney, in the county of Surrey Vol. 2 (Croydon, 1915), 261–307.
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seven parishes, showed clearly that sibling name-sharing was widespread on the island.30

Table 1 provides four examples of families taken from the censuses of 1871, 1881 and 1891.
In each family there were living siblings with the same name. The Steele family included
three daughters called Catherine and the Stewart family had three sons called John. There

21

30 ESRC Study RES-000-23-0128—Determining the demography of Victorian Scotland through record linkage.
See also E. Garrett and R. Davies, ‘Birth spacing and infant mortality on the Isle of Skye, Scotland in the 1880s:
a comparison with the town of Ipswich’, Local Population Studies, 71 (2003), 53–74; R. Davies and E. Garrett,
‘More Irish than the Irish? Nuptiality and fertility patterns on the Isle of Skye, 1881–1891’, in R.J. Morris and
L. Kennedy eds, Ireland and Scotland; order and disorder 1600–2000 (Edinburgh, 2005), 85–100; and A. Reid, R.
Davies and E. Garrett, ‘Nineteenth-century Scottish demography from linked censuses and civil registers: a
‘sets of related individuals’ approach’, History and Computing, 14, 1–2 (2002, published 2006), 61–86.

Table 1 Examples of same-name siblings living on Skye: 1871, 1881 and 1891 censuses

Name Relationship Status Age Occupation

James Steele* Head Wid. 43 Farmer of 7 acres
Roderick do. Son 16 Labourer, general
Ann do. Daughter 14 Scholar
Catherine do. Daughter 12 Do.
Donald do. Son 9 Do.
Margaret do. Daughter 7 Do.
Catherine do. Daughter 5
Catherine do. Daughter 3
William do. Son 1

Peter Stewart** Head Mar. 66 Mason
Annie do. Wife Mar. 44 Mason’s wife
John do. Son 25 Mason
Norman do. Son 22 General Servant
Marion do. Daughter 18 General Servant
John do. Son 14 Scholar
John do. Son 13 Do.
Alexander do. Son 10 Do.
Marion Margaret do. Daughter 7 Do.
Christina Jane do. Daughter 4

Janet McInnes*** Wife Mar. 36 Crofter’s Wife
Donald do. Son 14 Ag. Lab.
John do. Son 11 Scholar
Kate do. Daughter 12 Do.
Chirsty do. Daughter 9 Do.
Alexander do. Son 6
Donald do. Son 5
Alexander do. Son 3
Donald Lamond Father-in-law 82 Crofter (Retired)

Roderick McKinnon*** Head Mar. 31 Fisherman
Margaret do. Wife Mar. 28 do. Wife
John do. Son 4
John do. Son 2

Source: * Census returns of Skye, 1871; ** Census returns of Skye, 1881; *** Census returns of Skye, 1891.
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were only two children listed in the McKinnon family but both were called John, while the
McInnes family had two Donalds and two Alexanders. Moreover, in all four cases the
census listings can be checked against civil registration data to show that these were not
examples of step-siblings.31 With such clear and widespread evidence available for Skye a
wider search was undertaken to determine the extent to which this phenomenon was local
to this particular island.

Potentially, the individual-level 1881 census returns available from the UK Data Archive
allow all households in Scotland, England and Wales to be identified where two sons or
two daughters are recorded with exactly the same forename and surname combination.32

Indeed, in a very small number of cases, as Table 1 showed, a greater number of siblings
of the same sex can be identified with exactly the same name. For the purposes of this
study the records for the counties of Argyll, Inverness-shire, Ross & Cromarty, Caithness
and Sutherland were surveyed (see Figure 1) and 710 households were identified where
two or more (2+) of the head’s children had exactly the same forename/surname
combination. In 462 households at least two sons shared the same name, in 232 two or
more daughters shared the same name and in 16 (a very small 2.2 per cent of the total)
there was at least one set of same-name sons and one set of same-name daughters (see
Table 2). Most sibling name-sharing occurred in Inverness-shire and Ross & Cromarty
(about 87 per cent of those identified), with the majority being confined to Skye and the
Western Isles which comprised just 16 (16 per cent) of the 98 census parishes in these two
counties.33 Thus, while sibling name-sharing occurred throughout northern Scotland, by
1881 the phenomenon of having two exact, same-name siblings appears to have been
highly concentrated within a relatively small, but highly distinct, geographic area: the Isle
of Skye and the ‘Western Isles’ or the ‘Outer Hebrides’.

Returning to the census data from Skye it is possible to consider the proportion of
households at each census from 1861–1901 which contained at least one pair of same-name
siblings who were the sons or daughters of the head (see Table 3). Initially it would appear
that only between 3 and 5 per cent of households on Skye fell into this category. However,
many households could not possibly have contained same-name siblings; households
comprising just one individual, for example, or those holding only two children of
different sexes. If only those households containing 2+ ‘sons’ or ‘daughters’ of the head are
considered, then ‘same-name’ siblings are to be found in between 7 and 10 per cent of
these.34

22

31 Special permission allowing access to the civil registration material for Skye was kindly granted by the
General Register Office for Scotland, Edinburgh. Under the conditions imposed by this agreement full
details of demographic events described below have not been supplied.

32 UK Data Archive study number SN 4178 -1881, Census for Scotland.
33 The 16 parishes are listed in the note to Table 2.
34 These quoted figures are minimum ones since each household has only been checked for same-name

children of the ‘head of household’ and strictly speaking it is also necessary to search for same-name
siblings of the ‘head of household’ and same-name siblings of other family members.
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Table 3 Percentage of households on Skye, 1861–1901, containing living exact same-name
siblings

Date Census ‘Households’ with Per cent of ‘Households’ with Per cent of 2+ 
schedules exact same- ‘households’ with at least 2+ sons sons and/or 2+
returned: name children exact same-name and/or 2+ daughters

‘households’ of head children of head daughters of ‘households’
head with exact same-

name siblings

1861 4,078 188 4.6 1,987 9.5
1871 3,773 156 4.1 1,785 8.7
1881 3,798 161 4.2 1,705 9.4
1891 3,664 128 3.5 1,509 8.5
1901 3,385 94 2.8 1,295 7.3

Source: Census returns of Skye, 1861, 1871, 1881, 1891 and 1901.

Note: the number of census schedules returned on Skye in each census has been taken as a proxy
for the number of households.

Table 2 Households with living same-name siblings in north-west Scottish counties, 1881

County Number of Number of Number of Total number of 
households households households households 

including two or including two or including two or including exact 
more ‘sons of more ‘daughters more ‘sons of same-name

head’ with of head’ with head’ and two or siblings
exactly same exactly same more ‘daughters 

name name of head’ with 
exactly the same 

name

Caithness 7.0 5.0 0.0 12.0
Sutherland 32.0 12.0 0.0 44.0
Ross & Cromarty 160.0 70.0 5.0 235.0
Inverness-shire 240.0 132.0 9.0 381.0
Argyll 23.0 13.0 2.0 38.0

Total 462.0 232.0 16.0 710.0

Inverness-shire and 400.0 202.0 14.0 616.0
Ross & Cromarty
(as per cent of total) 86.6 87.1 87.5 86.8

Skye* 112.0 38.0 4.0 154.0
Western Isles** 238.0 134.0 9.0 381.0
(as per cent of total) 75.8 74.1 81.3 75.4

Source: UK Data Archive study number SN 4178 -1881, Census for Scotland.

Note: There is no overlap between the households in column 4 and those in columns 2 and 3.
* Skye lies in Inverness-shire and comprised the seven census parishes of Bracadale, Duirnish,
Kilmuir, Portree, Sleat, Snizort and Strath.
** The Western Isles were taken as comprising nine census parishes: Barvas, Uig, Stornoway
and Lochs making up the island of Lewis, which lies in the county of Ross and Cromarty, and
Bernera, Harris, North Uist, South Uist (including the island of Benbecula) and Barra, all of
which lie in Inverness-shire.
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From Table 3 it would appear that on Skye the occurrence of living, exact same-name
siblings was diminishing over the course of the second half of the nineteenth century. Reid,
Davies and Garrett’s analysis of Skye censuses found that in 1861 there were 103 families
with 2+ sons recorded with the exactly the same name, and 87 families with 2+ daughters
with identical names (see Table 4a); a very few families fell into both of these categories, but
will not be considered separately hereafter.35 As there were 1,332 families with two or more
sons recorded in the census, and 1,310 with two or more daughters recorded, this means that
7.7 per cent of families with at least two sons had two or more with the same name, and
amongst families with at least two daughters the equivalent figure was 6.6 per cent.36 As

25

35 The numbers of ‘households’ in Table 3 with ‘exact same-name children’ do not equate exactly to the
number of ‘families’ with sets of exact same-name children in Table 4a because some families (2 in each of
the 1861, 1881, 1891 and 1901 censuses) included same-name pairs of both sexes and thus counted only once
in Table 3, but appear in both the ‘sons’ and ‘daughters’ columns of Table 4a and b.

36 Certain inconsistencies in the spelling of parish names in the national 1881 census dataset used to compile
Table 2 meant that a small number of families resident on Skye could not be identified. The dataset used to
compile Tables 4a and 4b included links to previous and subsequent censuses thus identifying most of the
‘missing’ families, hence producing the slight discrepancies in the 1881 figures between the two tables.

Table 4a Percentage of families with ‘exact’ living same-name siblings in the census returns of
Skye 1861–1901

Date Families with Families with Per Families with Families with Per 
two or more two or more cent two or more two or more cent

sons exact same- daughters exact same-
name sons name daughters

1861 1,332 103 7.7 1,310 87 6.6
1871 1,196 106 8.8 1,170 50 4.3
1881 1,177 120 10.2 1,091 43 3.9
1891 1,074 94 8.6 981 36 3.7
1901 928 76 8.2 800 20 2.5

Table 4b Percentage of families with ‘exact’ and ‘like’ living same-name siblings in the census
returns of Skye 1861–1901

Date Families with Families with Per Families with Families with Per 
two or more two or more cent two or more two or more cent

sons “same-name” daughters “same-name” 
sons daughters

1861 1,332 118 8.9 1,310 109 8.3
1871 1,196 120 10.0 1,170 73 6.2
1881 1,177 131 11.1 1,091 76 7.0
1891 1,074 112 10.4 981 73 7.4
1901 928 116 12.5 800 63 7.9

Source: Census returns of Skye, 1861, 1871, 1881, 1891 and 1901.
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Table 4a shows, however, the percentage of exact same-name daughters diminished over the
next four decades, whereas that of exact same-name sons remained relatively buoyant.

Table 4b extends the analysis by also considering ‘like’ name siblings—those brothers and
sisters that shared names such as Mary Ann and Marion, or Alex, Alexander and Sandy,
or Marion and Marion Margaret (as in the Stewart family in Table 1), which could be
considered the same. When the total number of families with children with ‘like’ names
plus those with ‘exact’ names is considered the proportion of boys and girls with ‘same-
name’ siblings is seen to have remained relatively stable. It would appear that there may
have been greater scope among girls to use diminutives to distinguish between siblings;
two sisters could be named after one aunt Margaret, but one could be referred to as
Margaret and the other Peggy, or a grandmother called Catherine could have two
granddaughters named after her, but one would named Catherine and the other Kate. The
percentages in Table 4b indicate that the proportion of families with ‘like and exact’ same-
name daughters did not diminish greatly over the study period, they were just less likely
to use exactly the same name when referring to these daughters in the census. When the
birth registers are consulted it would appear that a girl was rather more likely to be given
a name ‘like’ that of a sister rather than exactly the same name. Of 819 pairs of female
siblings with ‘exact’ or ‘like’ same names in the birth registers of Skye, 63.5 per cent had
exactly the same name. Among 1,096 pairs of boys the equivalent figure was 83.7 per cent.
Boys were therefore much more likely to have had an exact same-name sibling.
Unfortunately, the ‘100 years rule’, which restricts access to census returns, meant that it
was not possible to extend this study beyond 1901, but the number and proportion of
families in 1901 including same-name siblings suggests that the practice of giving the
same name to more than one child extended into the twentieth century, at least on Skye.

The geographical concentration of living same-name siblings in Skye and the Western Isles
raises several questions. There was concern, for example, that because the late nineteenth-
century population of the Highlands and Islands of Scotland was still largely Gaelic
speaking, same-name siblings might be the result of translation issues.37 English has been
the official language in Scotland since the Union of the Crowns in 1707, with legal
proceedings and documents being written in that language. The Education Act of 1872
then made English the ‘sole medium of teaching’ in Scottish schools.38 Thus, by the end of
the nineteenth century, Gaelic was ‘Excluded as a language of law, and now of education,
… increasingly confined to the family, the croft and the kirk’.39 Perhaps because of their
legal status Scottish birth, death and marriage certificates, and indeed census records,
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37 Charles W.J. Withers, Gaelic Scotland; the transformation of a cultural region (London, 1988), Fig 1.4.
38 VisitScotland.com: http://www.visitscotland.com/guide/scotland-factfile/scottish-icons/gaelic The Gaelic

Language of Scotland – History of Scottish Gaelic [accessed 28 February 2010]; Thomas Owen Clancy, ‘History
of Gaelic; Gaelic Scotland: a brief history’, http://www.bord-na-gaidhlig.org.uk/about/gaelic/
history.html [accessed 28 February 2010].

39 Clancy, ‘History of Gaelic’.
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appear to have been exclusively completed in English. Thus, the civil registers of Skye
contain numerous Alexanders, Johns, James’s, Catherines, Marions and Christines, but no
Alisdairs, Iains, Seumas’s, Catrionas, Mòrags or Cairistionas. If different individuals, such
as the registrars or the enumerators, or even different family members, were translating
names into English for recording, then it is possible that either Gaelic names were
rendered in different ways at different points, or that names which were recognisably
different in speech were translated as the same when being written down. Thus, a girl
called Sarah in one census may be recorded as Marion in the next. The Gaelic name Mòr
is often translated as Sarah in English, but the diminutive form, Mòrag, is more often
rendered as Marion. A girl formally named Mòr, but known to her family as ‘little Mòr’ or
‘Mòrag’ could therefore appear to have two different names in English.40 On the other
hand, as in English, certain names have many diminutives. For instance, Mairead
(Margaret) had the diminutives Magaidh (Maggie), Meig (Meg), Peig (Peg) and Peigi
(Peggy). Two sisters might be called Mairead and Peigi, but have both of their names
translated into English as Margaret. Deoc, Eòin, Iain, Seàn, Seònaidh, and Teig are just a
few of the Gaelic names which could be translated as John, or one of its many diminutives.
The addition of Mór after a name could indicate a ‘Big’ as in ‘Older’ sibling, while Beag or
Òg would indicate someone who was ‘Little’ or ‘Younger’. This may have been what
Murdoch MacLeod and his wife Catherine meant when, in the 1861 Skye census, they
listed their two youngest children as ‘Norman senior’, aged 4, and ‘Norman junior’, aged
1. In the same year Angus and Susan Nicolson were recorded with their eight children,
including Donald Senior, aged 22, and Donald Junior, aged 12. While these translation
issues certainly complicate matters, the Skye censuses also explicitly identify some same-
name siblings. In 1881 John Campbell and his wife Mary were listed with their nine
children, four sons and five daughters. The eldest son, aged 18, was listed as ‘Donald No.
1’, while the third son, aged 10, was ‘Donald No. 2’. The third daughter, aged five, was
given as ‘Mary No. 1’ and the youngest sister, aged just five months, was listed as ‘Mary
No. 2’. Such examples, and others found in other census years for Skye, provide
conclusive evidence that parents on Skye were deliberately giving siblings exactly the
same forename and that those children had both survived to be recorded in subsequent
censuses. In a few cases such siblings can even be identified as co-resident adults. For
example, in the 1861 census of Skye Donald Buchanan aged 34 is recorded as the head of
his household. His elder, widowed, brother aged 38 was living with him; he too was
named Donald. In the same census we find Mary McInnes aged 26 living with her 20 year
old sister, also Mary McInnes.

Between the census taken on 7 April 1861 and that on 31 March 1901 17,614 children had
their births registered on Skye.41 On 920 of these certificates only the mother’s name was
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40 P. Morgan, Ainmean chloinne: Scottish Gaelic names for children (Broadford, Skye, 1989).
41 E. Higgs, A clearer sense of the census (London, 1996), Appendix 1. (Material from civil registers was collected

under special agreement with the General Register Office for Scotland).
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given. This left 16,694 births where the names of both the father and the mother, and the
date of their marriage were given on the certificate. On the basis of this information
children could then be gathered into ‘families’. Not all families could be viewed in their
entirety as in some cases children would have been born before census day, 1861, or after
census day, 1901, and where families migrated in or out it was not possible to observe a
full fertility history. In all some 4,326 families were identified, but of course not all of these
would be ‘at risk’ of including same-name siblings. In 1,240 families the birth of only one
child was observed, and thus the registers would not reveal if they had a same-name
sibling.42 In a further 917 families the births of two children were observed, one boy and
one girl, and again neither child could have a same-name sibling. In all 2,169 families were
observed to include at least two children of the same sex. The births of two or more sons
were registered to 2,136 families between the censuses of 1861 and 1901, and two or more
daughters to 2,044 families. In 699 families (that is 32.2 per cent) there were at least two
children registered with exactly the same name at birth.43 A rather higher proportion had
children registered with names which were very ‘like’ one another, for example
‘Catherine’ and ‘Kate’ or ‘Margaret’ and ‘Peggy’, but here we will confine our remarks to
just those families where the names recorded were exactly the same. Nine families had
repeated the use of three names, 105 families had used two names more than once, and the
remaining 585 families had used one name for two or more children.

The proportion of families with same-name siblings on Skye was obviously much higher
if observed via the birth registers than in the census returns. There are several factors
contributing to this. Firstly, of course, not all children born would survive to be recorded
in subsequent censuses. Secondly, not all the children observed to be born and surviving
to a particular census night would have been living at home with their parents. A quarter
of families on Skye were seen to register eight or more births: in many of these cases the
oldest children would have left home before the youngest was born. Thirdly, it would
depend where in the family-building cycle the census was taken. Table 5 was constructed
using civil registration and census data and it shows that the Finlayson family, comprising
13 children in all, contained three pairs of same-name siblings. Both Marys, born in 1867
and early in 1871 respectively, died relatively soon after birth, and neither appeared in the
1871 census. Three sons called Alexander were born in 1872, 1880 and 1886. The eldest can
be observed, resident with his parents in both the 1881 and the 1891 censuses. In the 1881
census the second Alexander, aged just nine months, was the youngest sibling registered
in the house. He died late in 1882, however, so while there is a second Alexander recorded
in the 1891 census, aged five, this is the third child of that name born to Donald and Janet
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42 It is possible however, if such a family had recently arrived on the island, that they might be observed in
the subsequent census to contain siblings with the same name, the births of older children having been
registered elsewhere.

43 As not all families could be viewed in their entirety it is likely that the figure of 32.2 per cent of families
including same name siblings is an underestimate, as in some families a child with the same name as
another sibling may have gone unobserved.
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Finlayson. If the census evidence were not available it would be easy to assume that the
second Alexander had ‘replaced’ the first, whose death had for some reason not been
recorded in the registers. The naming of the third Alexander might also be interpreted as
a way of ‘replacing’ the second child of that name, he being the first male child born to his
parents after the death of his namesake, but the presence of the eldest Alexander in the
household, very evidently a living same-name sibling, acts as a warning against making
such assumptions too easily. This warning is reinforced by the births to the family, in 1875
and 1882, of two sons called Donald. The elder Donald, observed in the censuses of 1881
and 1891, had left home by 1901. The younger Donald appears alongside his same-name
sibling in the 1891 census, but he too had left by 1901. Thus while the registers show that
Donald and Janet Finlayson had three sets of children with the same name, the 1871 census
(correctly) indicates them having no living same-name children; the 1881 census shows
them with two living sons with the same name; the 1891 census records their family as
including two sets of living same-name sons; and the 1901 census lists only three resident
children, none with the same name. There is no evidence in the Skye death registers that
the eldest Alexander and the two Donalds had died between 1891 and 1901. While there
is a chance they may have died elsewhere, their non-appearance in the family home in
1901 can most probably be ascribed to migration. In populations where children left home
earlier than they appear to have done on Skye, the proportion of living same-name
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Table 5 Same-name siblings in the Finlayson family, Skye, 1864–1901: a view from the civil
registers and the censuses of 1871, 1881, 1891 and 1901

Year Year Age Age Age Age
of birth of death in 1871 in 1881 in 1891 in 1901

census census census census

Parents
Donald 1892 30 41 51
Janet/Jessie 27 38 50 52

Children
John 1864 6 16
Catherine 1866 4 14 23
Mary 1867 1868
Duncan 1869 1 12 24
Mary 1871 1871
Alexander 1872 9 19
Murdo 1873 7
Donald 1875 5 16
William 1878 2 12 22
Alexander 1880 1882 9 months
Donald 1882 10
Margaret 1884 8 16
Alexander 1886 5 14

Source: Civil registers and censuses of Skye.

Further details may be obtained from www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk.
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siblings reported in a census-type listing would appear considerably lower than that seen
on Skye, simply because of the shorter period in which the siblings were ‘at risk’ of living
together.

A further reason for the census and civil registers to give a somewhat different picture of
the number of same-name siblings is variations in name recording. The name a child was
given at birth might not be that reported in the census. Kenneth and Catherine McPherson,
for instance, registered the births of seven sons between 1889 and 1901. The first two were
both called Peter, the third and fifth were called Alexander and the sixth and seventh were
registered as Roderick. The older Peter died before the second Peter was born, but all the
others survived to be registered in the 1901 census. Both Alexanders are listed although
the younger one has a second initial ‘A’, thus making his name ‘like’ his older brother’s,
but not an exact match. The younger Roderick, meanwhile, just 12 hours old, appears in
the census as Kenneth, presumably named after his father, yet when his father went to
register the birth two weeks later, on the 13 April, he gave his seventh son the same name
as his sixth—Roderick. Thus, under our strict ‘exact name’ match criterion, none of the
McPherson sons appear in the census as ‘same-name siblings’, although the birth registers
suggest there were in fact three pairs of such siblings in this one family.

The death of an older sibling with the same name would, of course, mean that only the
survivor was recorded in the census but, as we have seen, a considerable number of same-
name siblings both survived to be recorded in the late nineteenth-century censuses of
Skye. What proportion of first-born siblings in a same-name pair were still alive when
their younger sibling of the same name was born? The 699 families with births of same-
name siblings registered on Skye contained 1,689 children who had exactly the same name
as another of their siblings. Confining ourselves just to the 822 pairs consisting of the first
and second children born with a particular name it is possible to identify 415 (50.5 per
cent) of the earlier born siblings who were still alive when their younger same-name
siblings were born. Nineteen of these elder siblings were later observed to die, but they
were still alive when the second child in their pair was born. Had all the first children in
each pair been assumed to have died, as per Razzell’s same-name technique, then the
number of deaths would have been double the true figure.

The above figures may be read another way: virtually half of all first born same-name
siblings were dead before the next child of that name was born into their family. How did
this compare with mortality among children who did not have a sibling of the same name?
This is a complex question to answer because in an ideal world one would have to control
for the sex of the children involved, their relative birth order within the family, their
mother’s age, and so forth. Also, for such an exercise, one needs to carefully consider the
relative risk of mortality experienced by the first-born in each same-name set quite
separately from that of the second-born, and that too must be kept separate from the risk run
by any subsequently born child with the same name. As a first attempt to gauge mortality
differentials between exact same-name children and those of their peers who did not carry
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the same name as a sibling, the births of 674 pairs of exact same-name siblings were
identified on Skye between census day 1861 and census day 1901 where in each case the
first-born sibling was born at least one year before the second. This indicates that the family
involved was still living on the island and that the first-born sibling was thus ‘in view’ for
at least 365 days. In the case of the Finlayson family shown in Table 5, the births of Mary,
born in 1867, Alexander born in 1872 and Donald born in 1875 are included in the analysis.
The other same-name siblings in this family, while demonstrating the continued presence of
the family, do not contribute to the calculation of mortality among first-born same-name
siblings. The infant mortality rate (IMR) was then calculated for the first-born sibling in each
same-name pair or set. Table 6 shows that among such male same-name siblings the IMR
was 295 deaths per 1,000 births, whereas for females the figure was a fraction higher at 311.
All families containing no same-name siblings were then identified, and all children
remaining in view for a full year, as attested by the birth of a younger sibling at least 365 days
after the initial child’s birth, were used to calculate the IMRs for these children. Table 6
indicates that among the families containing no same-name siblings IMRs for males were
around 78 deaths per 1,000 births and amongst females around 59 deaths—figures only one
quarter or one fifth of those found among first-born same-name siblings. Table 6 also shows
the IMRs for children of different birth orders. The numbers in each category are relatively
small among the same-name siblings, and robust controls have not been applied regarding
birth order within the family and so forth, and therefore the IMRs can only be indicative, but
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Table 6 Infant mortality among exact same-name siblings, and among children from families
which include no exact same-name siblings, Skye 1861–1901

Elder siblings of exact same-name pairs

Birth order No. in observation No. dying IMR
for 366+ days <366 days

Male Female Male Female Male Female

1 171 104 48 33 281 317
2–4 199 130 54 37 271 285
5+ 37 33 18 13 486 394
Total 407 267 120 83 295 311

Children from families with no exact same name siblings

Birth order No. in observation No. dying IMR
for 366+ days <366 days

Male Female Male Female Male Female

1 1,152 1,187 110 69 95 58
2–4 1,992 1,958 130 106 65 54
5+ 762 708 630 51 83 72
Total 3,906 3,853 303 226 78 59

Source: Civil registers of Skye 1861–1901.
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they do suggest that all birth orders among the first-born in a same-name pair had poorer
survival chances than children from families where neither brothers nor sisters shared a
name. On the basis of these figures it would certainly appear inadvisable to assume general
levels of infant mortality from those observed among same-name siblings.

Why might siblings share a name? It has been suggested that Scotland had a strong
tradition of ‘naming patterns’. For example the website ‘scotlandspeople.gov.uk’ suggests
that the common pattern would include:

1st son named after father’s father

2nd son named after mother’s father

3rd son named after father

1st daughter named after mother’s mother

2nd daughter named after father’s mother

3rd daughter named after mother.44

If a population with a relatively small name pool were to adhere rigidly to such naming
patterns then it would be likely that children named after different relatives would end up
with the same name. On Skye, John, Donald, Alexander and Angus—the top four names
given to boys on birth certificates between 1861 and 1901—account for 48.8 per cent of all
male names appearing in the registers. The top four girls’ names—Mary, Catherine (with
spelling variations such as Catharine and Cathrine included), Marion and Ann—account
for 36.5 per cent of all names given to girls during the same period. The name pool thus
appears very restricted if compared with modern populations, but compares favourably
with historic populations in England and Wales. Galbi, for example, suggests that the four
most popular boys names in London in 1825 accounted for 47.8 per cent of all male names,
while among girls in the North of England at the same date 58.3 per cent shared the four
most popular names. In comparison, the equivalent figures for the 1990s were 10.7 per
cent and 12.7 per cent respectively.45 We only have observations drawn from 40 years,
which is not an ideal period for the study of the names, since it covers at most just three
generations. However, when combined with information available from census
enumerators’ returns, the additional details supplied on Scottish registers of vital events,
such as the parents of both parties on marriage certificates, and the date of parents’
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44 http://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/content/help/index.aspx?561 [accessed 23 October 2009]. Certain
other websites are prepared to carry the patterns to the 5th sons and daughters
(http://myweb.wyoming.com/~msaban/SCTname.htm [accessed 23 October 2009], or even the ‘tenth
through fourteenth’ sons and daughters, who would allegedly have been named after their great-great-
grandparents (http://www.halmyre.abel.co.uk/Family/naming.htm [accessed 23 October 2009].

45 D.A. Galbi (2002), ’Long-Term Trends in Personal Given Name Frequencies in England and Wales’
Appendix, 12, 14, see http://www.galbithink.org/names [accessed 5 May 2010]. It should be noted that
Galbi standardised the names he encountered, whereas those reported here for Skye were counted in the
form found in the census, which will reduce the proportion reported.
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wedding on a child’s birth certificate, do allow some additional insight to be given into
naming patterns on Skye.

In Figures 2 and 3 it can be seen that grandparents’ names were often bestowed on
grandchildren, although not necessarily in the order predicted by the above ‘naming
pattern’ rules. Aunts and uncles, the parents’ brothers and sisters, also appear to have
contributed to the name pool, although the need for names is obviously dictated by the
combination of female and male children born. In Figure 2 it might be argued that one of
the Johns in the youngest generation was named after his grandfather, and one after his
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John1 GILLIES = Ann2 Murdo(3) McLENNAN = Julia4

                                           |                  |                                                                            |                        |

John1        Ronald  =     Isabella     Christy

     (Mar: 1882)

      |                      |                 |                  |                   |                     |                            |                             |                          |                     |
Margaret John1 Julia4 Ann2         Mary     Donald               Murdoch(3)             Malcolm                Lexy John1

      *                    7          5   3            1 Age in 1891

      *                  17        15 13            *            9 7     4        2 2 m Age in 1901

Figure 2 The Gillies Family Tree

Source: Civil Register and Census data from Skye. Further details may be found at
www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk.

Note: * Death appears in register: individual therefore does not appear in the census.

For clarity individuals with the same name in different generations are ascribed the same
superscript number; ‘like’ names are indicated by numbers in parentheses.

Figure 3 The McLeod Family Tree

Alexander1 McLENNAN = Christina(2) Nicolson

John McLEOD = Catherine3  Donald McLENNAN = Margaret4

 |                    |                |                                                                                        |                     |                  |               |

Mary5 Murdo(6) Allan       = Janet Alexander1 Mary5 Christy(2)

           (Mar: 1889)

                                                       |                     |                            |                         |                           |                          |                      |

Mary5 Margaret4          Johanna Catherine3 Murdoch(6) Catherine3 Mary5

    * 8   7     5        3          1    1 m Age in 1901

Source and Notes: see Figure 2.
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uncle, but it is not clear in Figure 3 why there are two Catherines amongst Allan and Janet
McLeod’s children, when there was apparently only one close relative with that name.46

Naming practices on Skye were clearly not straightforward and did not follow any set
pattern. They were affected by demographic forces and probably varied from family to
family. One thing is certain however: for many, or perhaps even most, families on the
island it was not considered unusual for parents to give the same name to living siblings.

Conclusion

Further research is clearly needed to answer all the questions which the census and
registration data from Skye raise concerning same-name siblings. Apart from the debate
between Razzell and Wrigley et al over the ‘same name technique’, sibling name-sharing
has generally only appeared as a footnote in the academic literature, a situation partly due
to the sparsity of records which might allow the phenomenon to be observed and
systematically studied. Our brief analysis has just begun to scrape the surface of this topic,
and more detailed work with the family records would improve our understanding of
naming patterns and of the demography which gives rather different results depending on
whether one is dealing with census-type listings or registration data collected over time.

Census data only allows a ‘snapshot’ of individual families to be revealed, and suggested
that only about 3–4 per cent of households contained same-name siblings, although this
rose to nearer 10 per cent if only households containing 2 or more children of the same sex
were considered. When the analysis was extended to incorporate civil registration data,
sibling name-sharing was apparent in about a third of families on Skye. Such high levels
are in part a consequence of the island’s demographic regime of high fertility and
relatively low mortality,47 but they also reveal that a ‘same-name’ culture was virtually
universal throughout Skye and, while it may have begun to decline towards the end of the
nineteenth century, it was still in operation as late as 1901.48 Moreover, our analysis is
primarily based on matching ‘exact’ first names, and these must be taken as the lowest
possible estimates of sibling name sharing. If similar exercises were repeated using ‘like’
names, then all the percentages would have been higher still.49
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46 Historically, Church of Scotland baptismal ceremonies, unlike those in Anglican or Catholic churches, did
not generally involve godparents; the parents are expected to take the appropriate vows regarding the
Christian upbringing of their infant. While a relative or friend might ‘support’ the parents at the font they
played no formal part in the ceremony. It is therefore difficult to judge the likelihood of such a ‘supporter’
giving their name to the infant.

47 Garrett and Davies, ‘Birth spacing and infant mortality’, 59–63.
48 No doubt there were many other families who would have given their children same names, but they were

prevented from doing so because they failed to have sufficient children.
49 Matching of exact string texts is likely to reduce the number of matches substantially since there was

considerable variation in spelling of names (such as Margaret and Margret). This means that longer names
will be less well matched since they are subject to greater variation: after all, there are not many ways of
spelling names such as John.
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Our results suggest many avenues for further research. It would be interesting to compare
Skye with the Outer Hebrides. Likewise, an analysis of those counties of northern Scotland
reported in Table 2 may reveal whether the families recording same-name siblings were
migrants from the islands or whether this naming practice had roots within these areas
too. It does appear that the populations of Scotland’s western islands offer an excellent
opportunity to explore these issues in the context of the late nineteenth century, when both
civil registers and census records run in parallel. The fact that same-name siblings were
present in such numbers in the 1901 census for Skye also suggests that this naming
practice persisted well into the twentieth century, and as further censuses become
available for analysis it should become possible to determine exactly when, and perhaps
why, the practice died out.50 While couples adopting increasingly smaller family sizes
over the course of the last century would have reduced their chances of having sufficient
children of the same sex to permit giving them the same name, there must be many people
alive today with origins in the North-West of Scotland who know of parents, aunts and
uncles who shared their first names. The techniques of oral history may therefore allow
more details to emerge about naming patterns and also how families coped with
differentiating between these individuals. Were they simply referred to as ‘big’ and ‘little’,
or were they called by something different from their registered names?51

The presence of same-name siblings in large parts of northern Britain during the late
nineteenth centuries also suggests that there may have been other areas which shared this
practice and in this context it would be interesting to examine Welsh populations which
also had a restricted name pool. Likewise, in England there may well have been areas
where same-names persisted well beyond the period suggested by Razzell. Our analysis
of different sources has shown that census-type documents can provide only a partial
understanding of the extent of sibling name-sharing. Thus, while Razzell argued that
sibling name-sharing was rare because only 0.5 per cent of living siblings were recorded
with the same names in a sample of sixteenth-century wills, the above analysis has shown
that a much higher proportion of siblings would have been given the same name.52 Indeed
Wrigley et al. made the same point, since they showed that by employing model life table
analysis 1.2 per cent of children would have been given the same names at baptism.53 Our
analysis confirms Wrigley et al.’s argument and suggests that their figures may
underestimate the true extent of sibling name-sharing in this period. Whatever the levels
of sibling name-sharing were in the sixteenth century, it seems clear that the practice was
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50 ‘While 1911 Census information for England and Wales was made available at the start of January 2009, the
Registrar General for Scotland does not plan to release the Scottish 1911 Census information until just after
the date of the 2011 Census (27 March 2011)’: http://www.1911census.org.uk/scotland.htm [accessed 11
July 2010].

51 Linking with baptismal registers may also provide further details, although it could complicate the linking
process, and may not yield very useful results, given Scottish baptismal practices: see fn. 45 above.

52 Razzell, ‘Growth of population’, 752–3.
53 Wrigley et al. English population history, 100.
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not in evidence in England by the late nineteenth century. However, exactly when and
where the practice died out is as yet unclear. Alerted to the issue, historians of earlier
periods using listings and other census-type sources may in the future be able to give a
clearer picture of the geographical and historical extent of the giving of the same name to
more than one living sibling in England, Scotland and Wales than can at present be
gleaned from using parish registers on their own. They should also be wary of assuming
that mortality rates evident among same-name siblings were also to be found among the
more general population. From a twentieth-first century perspective naming a newborn
child after a living sibling may seem a highly unusual practice, but understanding why
previous societies did not take this view may help us better to understand their
demography, and should prove an interesting challenge.
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